We give a characterization of all the sets X such that any morphism h on fa; bg is overlap-free i for all x in X , h(x) is overlap-free. As a consequence, we observe the particular case X = fbbabaag which improves the previous characterization of Berstel-S e ebold 2].
4. faa; bbg Fact(X); 5. Fact(X) \ faba; babg 6 = ;; 6. Fact(X) \ faba; abba; bbab; babbg 6 = ;; 7. Fact(X) \ fbab; baab; aaba; abaag 6 = ;.
Results
In 2], J. Berstel and P. S e ebold give a method to test whether a morphism on a two letter alphabet is overlapfree: a morphim h on fa; bg is overlap-free i h(abbabaab) is overlap-free. Here, we improve this result:
Theorem 3 A morphism h on A is overlap-free i the word h(bbabaa) is overlap-free; no word of length 5 or less can be used to test this.
This is an immediate corollary of the following more general result which gives a complete characterization of all the test-sets for the overlap-freeness of morphisms.
Theorem 4 A subset X of A is a test-set for the overlap-freeness of morphisms i X has the factor property and there exists two words in X, u and v such that juj a 3 and jvj b 3.
Proofs
The set fbbabaag has the factor property and no set of one word of length less or equal to 5 has the factor property, thus Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4. In what follows, we will prove:
Proposition 5 Let X be a subset of A. X is a test-set for the overlap-freeness of non erasing morphisms on A i X has the factor property.
Proof of Theorem 4. From Proposition 5, X is a test-set for non erasing overlap-free morphisms i X has the factor property. Consequently, X will be a test-set for overlap-free morphisms (erasing or not) i X has the factor property and X is a test-set for erasing overlap-free morphisms. But an erasing morphism can never be overlap-free because the image of a word with at least 3 a (or 3 b) contains an overlap. Thus X will be a test-set for erasing overlap-free morphisms i X contains a word with 3 a and a word with 3 b.
The proof of the rst part of Proposition 5 is decomposed in a series of lemmas. Consider the following morphisms de ned on A:
Remark that g 1 and g 2 are the well known Fibonacci morphisms (see 3] for instance).
Lemma 6 Let w be an overlap-free word; g 1 (w) contains an overlap i one of the words aab, bba, ababb, babaa is a subword of w; g 2 (w) contains an overlap i one of the words baa, abb, bbaba, aabab is a subword of w.
Proof. The 4 words g 1 (aab), g 1 (bba), g 1 (ababb) and g 1 (babaa) contain an overlap.
If aab, bba, ababb, babaa are not subwords of w, since w is overlap-free, w is necessarily a subword of abab, babb, baba or abaa. Moreover, g 1 (abab), g 1 (babb), g 1 (baba), g 1 (abaa) are overlap-free. So is g 1 (w).
For g 2 , it is enough to remark that for all w in A , g g 2 (w) = g 1 (w).
Lemma 7 Let w be an overlap-free word; g 3 (w) contains an overlap i aa is a subword of w; g 4 (w) contains an overlap i bb is a subword of w.
Proof. If aa is a subword of w, the overlap word aaa is a subword of g 3 (w). Conversely, if aa is not a subword of w, then aaa is not subword of g 3 (w). In this case, if g 3 (w) contains an overlap, then g 3 (w) = v 1 bububv 2 Lemma 8 Let w be an overlap-free word; g 5 (w) contains an overlap i one of the 2 words aba and bab is a subword of w.
Proof. g 5 (aba) and g 5 (bab) contain an overlap. If aba and bab are not subwords of w, since w is overlap-free, w is necessarily a subword of aabbaabb, abbaabba, baabbaab or bbaabbaa. Moreover, g 5 (aabbaabb), g 5 (abbaabba), g 5 (baabbaab), g 5 (bbaabbaa) are overlap-free, so is g 5 (w).
Lemma 9 Let w be an overlap-free word; g 6 (w) contains an overlap i one of the words aba, abba, bbab or babb is a subword of w; g 7 (w) contains an overlap i one of the words bab, baab, aaba or abaa is a subword of w.
Proof. The 4 words g 6 (aba), g 6 (abba), g 6 (bbab) and g 6 (babb) contain an overlap.
If aba, abba, bbab and babb are not subwords of w, since w is overlap-free, w is necessarily a subword of bab or of bbaabb. Since g 6 (bab) and g 6 (bbaabb) are overlap-free, so is g 6 (w).
For g 7 , remark that g 7 = g 6 E.
These rst four lemmas prove that to be a test-set for the overlap-freeness of morphisms, a set of words must have the factor property.
The proof of the converse in Proposition 5 is a consequence of the following:
Proposition 10 Let X be a set of words verifying the factor property and let h be a non erasing morphism on A: h(x) is overlap-free for each word x 2 X i there exists an integer k 0 s.t. h = k or h = E k (i.e. h is overlap-free from Theorem 1).
Since all the words in X are overlap-free, if h is also overlap-free then for all x in X, h(x) is overlap-free. So we have just to prove the \only if" part of Proposition 10.
To do this, we will prove the following :
Lemma 11 Let X be a set of words verifying the factor property and let h be a non erasing morphism on A, The result follows by induction on jh(a)j + jh(b)j (and using E = E).
The proof of Lemma 11 follows that of Proposition 3.3. in 2]. This is done in 5 successive steps.
Proof of Lemma 11. Let us recall that by hypothesis h 6 = Id, h 6 = E, 8x 2 X, h(x) is overlap-free. Of course, this can be extended: 8x 2 Fact(X), h(x) is overlap-free. Moreover, we can observe from Fact(X)\faba; babg 6 = ; that fab; bag Fact(X).
Step 1: h(a) and h(b) do not start and do not end with the same letter. Thus jh(a)j > 1 and jh(b)j > 1.
If h(a) and h(b) start with the same letter, then h(aab), h(bba), h(ababb) and h(babaa) are not overlap-free. This is impossible since Fact(X) \ faab; bba; ababb; babaag 6 = ; and since 8x 2 X, h(x) is overlap-free. Thus h(a) and h(b) do not start with the same letter. On the same way, since Fact(X) \ fbaa; abb; bbaba; aababg 6 = ;, h(a) and h(b) do not end with the same letter.
Step 2: for x 2 fa; bg, h(x) does not start nor end with aa or bb.
Since faa; ab; ba; bbg Fact(X), h(aa), h(bb), h(ab) and h(ba) are overlap-free. Assume that h(a) starts with xx, x 2 fa; bg. From Step 1, we know that h(a) and h(b) do not end with the same letter. So h(a) or h(b) ends with x. Thus h(aa) or h(ba) contains the overlap word xxx: contradiction, consequently h(a) cannot start with aa nor with bb. On the same way, using respectively, h(aa) and h(ab), h(bb) and h(ab), h(bb) and h(ab), we can prove h(a) cannot end, h(b) cannot start, h(b) cannot end, with aa nor with bb.
Step 3: jh(a)j > 1 and jh(b)j > 1.
Assume that jh(a)j > 1 and h(b) = a. From Steps 1 and 2, h(a) starts with ba and ends with ab. Moreover faba; babg \ Fact(X) 6 = ;. Thus we cannot have h(a) = bab, since otherwise h(aba) and h(bab) contain an overlap. So h(a) = bau 1 ab with u 1 2 fa; bg . We now use the fact that faba; abba; bbab; babbg\ Fact(X) 6 = ; to show that the hypothesis jh(a)j > 1 and h(b) = a leads to a contradiction or an impossibility. There are 4 cases to study: one for each word of faba; abba; bbab;babbg. Case 1: if aba 2 Fact(X), then h(aba) contains the overlap ababa which is in contradiction with h(aba) overlap-free. We already know that h(a) does not start nor end with aa or bb. Thus, from Lemma 12, h(a) = pxyyxs with x; y 2 fa; bg, x 6 = y, p; s 2 fa; bg . Since h(aa) = pxyyxspxyyxs is overlap-free, from Lemma 13, jspj is even and so is jh(a)j. The same proof holds for jh(b)j.
Step 5: h(a) 2 fab; bag + and h(a) 2 fab; bag + .
We note u = h(a) and v = h(b). Let us show that u 2 fab; bag . If juj = 2 or juj = 4, then u starts and ends with ab or ba, and so u 2 fab; bag . If juj 6, from Lemma 13, u contains the subword dd with d 2 fa; bg which is neither pre x nor su x of u. So u = xw 0 ddw 00 y for x; y; d 2 fa; bg and w 0 ; w 00 2 fa; bg (here we can have x = y). We note x (resp. y) the letter of fa; bg di erent from x (resp. y). We can see that one of the two words u or v ends with xx. Thus, one of the two overlap-free words h(aa) and h(ba) ends with xxxw 0 ddw 00 y. From Lemma 13, xw 0 d 2 fab; bag . On the same way, u or v starts with yy. Using h(aa) or h(ab) and Lemma 13, we can prove that dw 00 y 2 fab; bag . So u 2 fab; bag . Finally, on the same way, using the overlap-free words h(bb), h(ab) and h(ba), h(b) 2 fab; bag .
Remark that this proof of Theorem 4 has the following useful corollary:
Corollary 14 A set X is a test-set for overlap-freeness of morphisms (erasing or not) i for all i, 1 i 7, there exists an overlap-free word w in X such that g i (w) contains an overlap and if X contains two words x and y with jxj a 3 and jyj b 3.
